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for a new NSWTP for the entire length of the planning period. The cumulative costs for a new
AWB contract are the next highest through the year 2023, at which point the CRWTP alternative
matches it. The next grap<% OAnnual Costs (2011 - )()*$P, shows the impact of the initial capital
expenditures on the Town and how the annual costs escalate over time. As illustrated in the
graph, the annual predicted costs for the CRWTP alternative begin to exceed the costs of the new
AWB contract alternative after the year 2018 with the cumulative costs converging in the year
2023.
To further differentiate between total expenditures on the various system elements, the
O.IAI@4H=J8 .CGHG HC )()* 5M 1DH=CB 4B7 /LD8BG8P 6<4FH K4G Drepared. This chart shows the
comparative fraction of each separate cost through the year 2023 for each of the three
alternatives. From this graph it can be seen that Alternatives 2 and 3 have similar cumulative
costs even though Alternative 2 has higher initial capital investment needed and more spending
on AWB water as a result of the annual operating costs that accumulate over time at the
CRWTP.
After the year 2023 the costs of operating the Town water system change significantly due to the
ending of the existing AWB contract and the end of debt service payments for the initial
construction of the CRWTP.

RECOMMENDATION
All three alternatives detailed here are acceptable solutions for the Town and satisfy the basic
community needs for sustainable drinking water supply and treatment. Each meets the five
requirements described above. As the financial analysis shows, the new NSWTP requires a
significantly higher initial capital investment and a cumulative cost that is approximately $10M
higher than the other alternatives. The new AWB contract and maximized CRWTP alternatives
have essentially the same cumulative cost over the planning period.
Since the financial analysis shows that the cost differential between acceptable alternatives is
very small, other criteria were considered in making a final recommendation. Only one
alternative provides the Town with maximum flexibility both now and in the future and that is
the alternative that maximizes the use of the CRWTP. This is an investment that the Town
already has made and this alternative also requires the lowest initial capital cost.
In the near term, the annual costs and budget impacts of the AWB contract are significant. The
Town will need to upgrade its ability to take water from the AWB because the separation of
distribution zones makes it impossible to make full use of the existing interconnections.
Additionally, the Town needs to upgrade the pretreatment capabilities of the CRWTP regardless
of the selected alternative, so this added cost provides no benefit to the residential zone when the
zones are separated.
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customers and these large customers have a large =AD46H CB H<8 CD8F4H=CB C9 H<8 2CKBQG K4H8F
system. Two customers, Sabic Innovative Plastics and Selkirk Cogen, represented over 36
D8F68BH C9 H<8 2CKBQG A8H8F K4H8F G4@8G F8J8BI8 =B )((+& It is possible that the Town could find
itself in the position of having invested in more capacity than it needs. Due to other suppliers in
the area, identifying and executing water sales to new large customers does not appear likely at
this time. By maximizing the use of infrastructure that is already in place instead of investing in
a new solution, the Town has the greatest flexibility to address future conditions, whether they
are higher or lower demands. If demand declines, the Town can simply produce less water at the
CRWTP, which will only reduce costs due to treatment and pumping. It will not have to pay for
a more expensive source while its own infrastructure is underutilized or unused. If demand
increases, the Town can easily increase the CRWTP to its full capacity and, since it was designed
to be expandable in the future, eventually expand the capacity available in the future with limited
capital investment. Additionally, if demand increases to the point where a new supply is
justifiable, the other alternatives, including those considered unacceptable due to cost or
availability at this time, are still open to the Town. The Town could build a new NSWTP in the
future, sign a contract to purchase water from another utility, or invest in new Town sources of
supply. None of the other alternatives or existing sources of supply have been eliminated from
9IHIF8 6CBG=78F4H=CB% A4=BH4=B=B; H<8 GMGH8AQG 9@8L=5=@=HM&
0=B4@@M% 4 6<C=68 HC BCH =ADFCJ8 H<8 2CKBQG K4H8F GIDD@M 4B7'CF HF84HA8BH 64D45=@=H=8G is not an
acceptable choice at this time as a result of the Stage 2 Disinfectants and Disinfection
Byproducts Rule promulgated by the USEPA. This Rule sets more stringent byproduct levels on
public water systems and the Town will soon need to be in compliance. The current sources
operating in the current manner are not expected to meet the more stringent future requirements.
The flexibility in the face of uncertain future demands is one element that a commitment to either
a new NSWTP or a new contract with AWB cannot provide. Therefore, while all three
alternatives will meet the basic, immediate needs of the Town, maximizing the use of the
CRWTP is the recommended and most cost effective alternative.
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